TRANSLATING GLOBAL STANDARDS INTO LOCAL REALITIES: BUILDING EFFECTIVE AND ACCOUNTABLE CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS
THE GLOBAL
STANDARD
PARTNERSHIP

Ten founding Civil Society organisations from around the world > a global movement for CSO accountability

- A global reference of shared values and goals that can be contextualized
- Comprehensive and framed in simple language, can be adapted to each organization scope of work and structure
- Outlines the different dimensions CSOs can refer to when they want to improve their accountability practices
- Co-created with a bottom-up approach and based on the Istanbul Principles

3 new partners since 2023
The Pacific Island Association of NGOs (PIANGO) is the regional coordinating body of civil society networks in the Pacific. PIANGO is an established and influential civil society actor that connects and represents civil society bodies across 24 Pacific island nations.

PIANGO’s mandate is to strengthen and build the capacity of Pacific NGOs and the civil society sector through giving the sector a voice in policy formulation and strengthening its member organisations.
The Cooperation Committee for Cambodia (CCC) is a leading membership-based organization for NGOs in Cambodia with nearly 180 members working on various development sectors. CCC has been playing roles as the Governance Champion, Coordinator and Advocate to realize an enabling environment for CSO and sustained CSO Resource Hub at the national and sub-national levels.
Experience of our panellists
Enabling civil society in Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Assistance

PILLAR THREE: INCENTIVISNG CSO EFFECTIVENESS, TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY:

• Calls on adherents to support CSO and incentivise CSO led efforts to improve accountability and standards

• Has specific REGARD to two standards: the Istanbul Principles for CSO Development Effectiveness and the Global Standard for CSO Accountability
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